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We investigate the formation and stability of the skyrmion crystal phase in antiferromagnetic thin
films subjected to fieldlike torques such as, e.g., those induced by an electric current in CuMnAs
and Mn2Au via the inverse spin-galvanic effect. We show that the skyrmion lattice represents the
ground state of the antiferromagnet in a substantial area of the phase diagram, parametrized by the
staggered field and the (effective) uniaxial anisotropy constant. Skyrmion motion can be driven in
the crystal phase by the spin transfer effect. In the metallic scenario, itinerant electrons experience
an emergent SU(2)-electromagnetic field associated with the (Ne´el) skyrmion background, leading
to a topological spin-Hall response. Experimental signatures of the skyrmion crystal phase and
readout schemes based on topological transport are discussed.
Introduction.—Skyrmions are the quintessence of spa-
tially localized solitons in quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-
2D) spin systems [1]. These magnetic textures exhibit a
particlelike behavior [2, 3], carry topological charge and
are protected against structural distortions and moderate
external perturbations [4]. Skyrmions arise in magnetic
systems with broken inversion symmetry and spin-orbit
coupling [5, 6], and have been observed in a plethora of
ferromagnetic materials [7–10]. The recent years have
witnessed a growing interest in these topological exci-
tations due to their potential usage as building blocks
for logic devices and information storage [12–16], con-
trollable nucleation/annihilation by local spin-polarized
current injection [11], low current threshold for depinning
[17] and unconventional transport properties such as the
skyrmion Hall effect [18, 19]. Furthermore, along with
the Abrikosov vortex lattice in type-II superconductors
[20], the skyrmion crystal phase (SkX) stands out as al-
most the only well-understood example of soliton crystal,
therefore illustrating the crystal order beyond the usual
atomic/molecular paradigm.
Antiferromagnets provide an optimal platform to ex-
ploit skyrmions since they display ultrafast spin dynam-
ics (with frequencies lying in the THz range) and produce
minimal stray fields. This scenario has been intensively
investigated in recent years, yielding qualitatively simi-
lar results to those found for ferromagnets on the topo-
logical robustness and the creation/annihilation (by spin
currents) of these solitons [21, 23]. On the contrary, in-
trinsically different (current-/thermally driven) dynamics
are obtained since the gyrotropic response of skyrmions
is suppressed in antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials [24–
27]. Remarkably, this suppression allows for significantly
larger values of the (terminal) skyrmion velocity as com-
pared to the ferromagnetic case [25, 26], which represents
an attractive feature from the standpoint of technologi-
cal applications. Nevertheless, no AFM skyrmion crystal
phase has been observed yet. The underlying main rea-
son is that the staggered order parameter couples weakly
to electromagnetic fields and, therefore, spin textures in
the AFM phase are generally not easy to drive or read
out.
Hitherto, it is largely unknown whether the SkX phase
can be stabilized in thin-film antiferromagnets and, if so,
which of its macroscopic signatures are accessible exper-
imentally. Further insight into these questions is thus vi-
tal to boost progress in the field of skyrmion spintronics.
In this Letter, we explore different possibilities to utilize
fieldlike torques for the stabilization of the SkX phase in
quasi-2D AFM films. We show that the fieldlike torques
emulate a Zeeman coupling for the Ne´el order, l, at the
level of energetics, FZ[l] = −l ·Bstag, where Bstag denotes
the staggered field. Generically, there are two possible
ways of inducing this staggered field: First, by endowing
an effective ferromagnetism in the film, so that Bstag cor-
responds to an equilibrium magnetic field. One example
is offered by Cr2O3 thin films where the magnetoelectric
effect gives rise to a boundary ferromagnetism [28]. Sec-
ond, by preserving the AFM nature of the system and
breaking (structural) symmetries that allow the onset of
the staggered field via nonequilibrium (electrical) effects.
The latter is the case of Mn2Au and CuMnAs, where
Bstag is induced by the inverse spin-galvanic (Edelstein)
effect [29, 30]. One of our main results is the free-energy
density
Feff[l] = A
2
∑
µ=x,y
(∂µl)
2 +
K
2
l2z + FDM[l]− lzBstag, (1)
which describes AFM films with broken inversion sym-
metry along the normal to the basal plane (z axis), and
with in-plane isotropy in spin space. The terms on the
right-hand side represent, from left to right, the exchange
interaction, the uniaxial (along the normal to the film) ef-
fective anisotropy, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) inter-
action [31–33] and the Zeeman-like term, with the stag-
gered field lying along the z axis.
This last term, as we will elucidate below, becomes cru-
cial for the stabilization of the AFM SkX phase (as in the
ferromagnetic counterpart [6]). In particular, we demon-
strate that the skyrmion lattice is the ground state in a
substantial area of the phase spaceM(K,Bstag), possess-
ing thus a large degree of tunability. We also find signa-
tures of this skyrmion phase in the spin-Hall response of
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FIG. 1: (a) AFM thin film deposited on a heavy-metal substrate, whose MCA easy axis lies along the normal to the film (z
axis). (b) Spatial dependence of the staggered order parameter for a single Ne´el skyrmion.
conduction electrons. Finally, we propose the readout of
the SkX phase in AFM insulators via nonlocal transport
measurements [34].
Effective theory.—It can be readily seen that any field-
like torque τFL = l × Bstag driving the spin dynamics
of the antiferromagnet engenders a Zeeman-like term for
the Ne´el order at the level of energetics [35]. Note that
these reactive torques arise when sublattice symmetry is
broken. Within the exchange approximation, the mini-
mal model for the free energy of the AFM thin film is
given by Eq. (1), which corresponds to the configuration
of both external magnetic and staggered fields parallel
to the z axis [35]. Film thickness is taken to be less
than the AFM exchange length, so that we can safely
assume the uniformity of the Ne´el order along the z axis.
The (in-plane isotropic) exchange term is described by
the stiffness constant A and the effective anisotropy has
two contributions, one given by the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy (MCA) of the film and the other rooted in
the weak coupling of the Ne´el order to the external mag-
netic field B. The effective anisotropy constant for the
uniaxial case reads as K(B) = K + χB2, where χ and K
denote the (transverse) spin susceptibility and the on-site
uniaxial MCA constant, respectively. For K < 0 (easy-
axis antiferromagnet), our minimal model undergoes the
spin-flop transition at the magnetic field BF =
√|K|/χ,
where K flips its sign.
We also include an interfacial DM interaction in our
description of the AFM film, which is provided by an ad-
jacent heavy metal breaking reflection symmetry along
the z axis, see Fig. 1(a). It is given by the Lifshitz in-
variant FDM[l] = D(lz∇ · l − l · ∇lz), where D denotes
the Dzyaloshinskii coupling constant. Bulk DM terms of
the form Db l · (∇ × l) are also allowed when (global)
centrosymmetry is broken. Note that a global spin ro-
tation (described by the Euler axis-angle ϑDMeˆz, with
tanϑDM = Db/Dint) maps the total DM energy onto an
effective interfacial term, while leaving the other contri-
butions to the free-energy functional invariant [36]. As a
result, in the rotated spin frame of reference, the AFM
film is described by Eq. (1) with an effective Dzyaloshin-
skii constant D =
√
D2b +D
2
int; this model, as we show
below, stabilizes skyrmions of the Ne´el type. In the orig-
inal (unrotated) spin frame of reference, however, the
stable topological textures resemble a hybrid of Ne´el and
Bloch skyrmions, as can be readily seen from applying
the inverse spin rotation to the ansatz for the former.
Single Ne´el skyrmions, depicted in Fig. 1(b), are
metastable solutions of the exchange energy functional,
since the latter corresponds to the two-dimensional O(3)
nonlinear σ-model for the Ne´el order. These magnetic
solitons are classified by the Pontryagin index (so-called
topological charge) defined per
Qsky =
∫
R2
d2r ρsky, ρsky = − 1
4pi
l · (∂xl× ∂yl) , (2)
which is an (integer) invariant providing a measure of
the wrapping of the AFM order around the unit sphere.
The exchange energy Fsky = 4piA|Qsky| of skyrmions is
independent of their center and size, a feature rooted in
the invariance of this O(3) nonlinear σ-model under spa-
tial translations and scaling transformations. Collapse
of these solitons into atomic-size defects is prevented
by the presence of the DM interaction and the uniax-
ial anisotropy, which introduce a characteristic length
scale below which spatial fluctuations of the texture (in
particular, shrinking) are energetically penalized: Mini-
mization (at zero fields) of Eq. (1) with account of a hard
cut-off variational ansatz for the rigid skyrmion and the
constraint |Qsky| = 1 for the topological charge yields the
value R? ' 2piD/K for its size [37].
Phase diagram.—Interplay between exchange, aniso-
tropy and DM interactions allows for the stabilization of
individual AFM skyrmions. This is not the case for the
SkX phase, which also requires the polarizing effect of
the staggered field on the Ne´el order, i.e., the presence of
a Zeeman field. Fig. 2 illustrates the phase diagram of
the AFM thin film at zero temperature in the parame-
ter space (K,Bstag), which contains the (uniform) AFM,
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FIG. 2: Zero-temperature phase diagram in the anisotropy-
staggered field phase spaceM(K,Bstag). It is obtained from a
one-dimensional circular-cell minimization of the free energy
(1), with ensuing uniform antiferromagnetic (AFM), helical
and skyrmion crystal (SkX) phases. The averaged skyrmion
density ρsky is measured in arbitrary units. The film effec-
tively has an easy axis (plane) for K < 0 (K > 0). The insets
show the spatial configuration of the Ne´el order (yellow arrow)
within the AFM phase.
helical and SkX phases. It has been obtained by com-
puting the free-energy density (1) for each phase with a
one-dimensional circularly-symmetric variational ansatz,
along the lines of Ref. 6. The SkX phase is found to be a
ground state in a substantial area of the phase diagram:
For 0 ≤ B < BF (effective easy-axis anisotropy), the
functional (1) coincides with the free energy of a ferro-
magnetic film with the broken reflection symmetry nor-
mal to the basal plane [38]; as a result, the two first-order
phase transitions helical ⇒ SkX ⇒ AFM are fomented
in our AFM film at low temperatures when the staggered
field is swept. This same behavior is also found in the
spin-flop region (B > BF ), where the SkX phase is more
robust and occupies a wider area.
One consequence of Eq. (2) is that sublattice and time-
reversal symmetries must break down to generate a net
skyrmion charge in the AFM film [21]. This symmetry
breaking occurs when Bstag is present, since the latter
acts as a Zeeman field that establishes a preferred polar-
ization (along the z axis) for the order parameter [22].
Skyrmions are magnetic excitations arising on top of the
ensuing uniform AFM state and, since their polarization
is fixed far from the core, so is their topological charge.
Furthermore, the spin-transfer effect by an injected cur-
rent on the skyrmion background also favors energetically
skyrmions with a definite charge [37].
Skyrmion transport.—Skyrmions in AFM thin films
are well-known to exhibit no gyrotropic response
(Magnus-like force) [24–26], which yields the suppres-
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FIG. 3: (Infinite) Slab geometry for the transport of
skyrmions in the crystal phase: (a) perspective and (b) top
views. Red dots depict skyrmions located at the sites of the
static hexagonal lattice. The slab extends along the x di-
rection (represented by the faded vertical boundaries), whose
length is much larger than the separation between the con-
tacts through which the electric current jy is injected.
sion of the skyrmion Hall effect in these platforms, un-
like their ferromagnetic counterparts [39–41]. In the gas
phase, consisting of a dilute concentration of skyrmions
embedded in a uniform AFM background, current-driven
dynamics of these solitons are described by the terminal
center-of-mass velocity ∂tX|t = −ζgas‖ j − ζgas⊥ eˆz × j,
with ζgas‖ = ϑ1/αs and ζ
gas
⊥ = 4piϑ2Qsky/αsI. Here, α
denotes the Gilbert damping constant, I is a dimension-
less geometric factor determined by the skyrmion texture,
and the phenomenological constants ϑ1 and ϑ2, which
parametrize the dissipative and reactive parts of the spin
torque, respectively, depend on the interplay of spin-orbit
and spin-transfer physics at the interface [35, 42].
Let u = (ux[r, t], uy[r, t]) be the collective coordinates
parametrizing, in the continuum limit, the displacement
of skyrmions in the crystal with respect to their equi-
librium positions. For an infinite geometry along the x
direction (so that we can disregard boundary effects and
assume translational invariance), see Fig. 3, the motion
of the skyrmion crystal in the steady state is described
by the terminal velocity ∂tux|t = −ζgas‖ jx + ζgas⊥ jy and
∂tuy|t = −pSkXgas (ζgas⊥ jx + ζgas‖ jy). The reduction of its y-
component as compared to the single-skyrmion counter-
part, which is quantified by the dimensionless prefactor
pSkXgas < 1, originates in the loss of angular momentum via
spin pumping into the metallic terminals [35].
Spin-Hall transport.—In the adiabatic limit for spin
dynamics, itinerant electrons experience a fictitious elec-
4tromagnetic field when moving within the skyrmion-
crystal [44]. For simplicity, we consider the case in which
electrons keep their spins parallel or antiparallel to the
Ne´el-order background without any deviation [45]. This
leads to the following expressions for the emergent fields
for electrons:
Bz = ∓ ~
2e
l · (∂xl× ∂yl) = ±h
e
ρsky, (3)
E = ∓ ~
2e
l · (∇l× ∂tl) = Bz eˆz × ∂tu, (4)
where e is the electron charge and the sign ± corresponds
to the spin-up(-down) bands with respect to l. Here,
we have disregarded other terms originating in Rasbha
(spin-orbit) physics and spin-flip processes [46]. As a
result, electrons flowing through the AFM SkX will ex-
hibit a spin-Hall response, which can be understood as
two copies of the topological Hall effect, one for the spin-
up band and the other for the spin-down band. Within a
semiclassical framework for the spin-Hall effect based on
the Drude model [47], the SkX phase engenders a spin-
Hall current:
js,SkXz = pi(~/e)2µρsky eˆz ×
(
ne ∂tu|t − j
)
, (5)
where the polarization direction of the spin current is
along the local Ne´el order l. Here, n, µ = τe/m? and m?
denote the concentration, mobility and effective mass of
conduction electrons, respectively, and τ represents the
scattering time [35]. The resultant spin current flowing
through the interface of the AFM film with a proximate
heavy metal can be measured by using the inverse spin
Hall effect in the latter, and it is given by 〈l · eˆz〉js,SkXz
with the polarization along the global z axis, where the
prefactor 〈l · eˆz〉 is the spatially averaged (over the inter-
face) projection of l onto the z axis. This expression has
been derived under the assumption that the skyrmion
density is smooth on the scale of the electron scattering
length.
Experimental platforms.—A first realization of the
fieldlike-torque scenario is provided by thin films made
of chromia (α-Cr2O3), in which an unconventional sur-
face magnetism coexists with the bulk Ne´el phase be-
low the Ne´el temperature [28]. Strikingly, this surface
magnetization, rooted in the magnetoelectric effect, is
collinear with the Ne´el order. As a result, the AFM or-
der parameter couples linearly to the external magnetic
field through the boundaries, yielding an effective Zee-
man torque for the spin dynamics of chromia [64]. A
second realization consists of AFM thin films subjected
to spin exchange with an adjacent hard ferromagnet. The
ensuing exchange bias effect [49, 50] allows for the con-
trol of the Ne´el order, since the magnetization of the
ferromagnet (taken to be fully spin-polarized by, e.g., an
external magnetic field) plays the role of the Zeeman field
in our approach. This effect is also interfacial in nature
and will be enhanced for uncompensated surfaces.
Metallic bipartite antiferromagnets such as Mn2Au
and CuMnAs offer a third platform for the stabilization of
the SkX phase. These centrosymmetric materials, whose
magnetic sublattices {A,B} form inversion partners but,
individually, have broken inversion symmetry, exhibit the
recently discovered Edelstein spin-orbit torque [29, 30]:
Effective magnetic fields BA = −BB ∝ eˆ× j are induced
on each sublattice via the inverse spin-galvanic (Edel-
stein) effect, where eˆ denotes the crystallographic direc-
tion along which sublattice inversion symmetry is bro-
ken and where sign alternation stems from the aforemen-
tioned inversion partnership. Therefore, the nonequilib-
rium torque exerted by the charge current on the total
spin density sm = MA + MB (with s being the satu-
rated spin density) becomes s∂tm|neqSO = l×Bstag, where
the staggered field is defined per 2Bstag = BA − BB [51].
Even though we are invoking here a nonequilibrium
effect, the stability of the AFM phases depicted in Fig.
2 applies to the low-current regime where skyrmions are
pinned by defects. CuMnAs appear to exhibit uniaxial
MCA for thin enough films [52]. Note that the axes of the
phase diagram are the staggered field and the effective
uniaxial anisotropy, which we can control by changing the
charge current and the external field, respectively. This
real-time controllability allows us to explore an entire
phase diagram with one sample. Furthermore, choice of
the x axis along eˆ, see Fig. 3, makes the charge current
play two roles: jy, which is fixed in our setup, allows for
the stabilization of the SkX phase via the staggered field,
whereas the other independent (and tunable) component
of the charge current, jx, is employed to control the drag
of the skyrmion lattice.
Discussion.—Spin currents offer a knob to inject and
drive AFM skyrmions within the insulating medium, akin
to the ferromagnetic case [34, 37]. In that regard, a two-
terminal geometry allows for the pumping of topological
charge into the antiferromagnet via the spin-transfer ef-
fect; measurements of the ensuing (long-range) spin drag
signal could be used to i) probe the existence of these
topological textures, and ii) discriminate the gas and SkX
phases, since the drag coefficient exhibits a different de-
pendence on the staggered field [34]. Other experimental
techniques well suited to read out the SkX phase could
be the x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) imag-
ing, the spin-transfer-torque ferromagnetic resonance,
and the noncolinear magnetoresistance [53], to name a
few.
As can be inferred from Fig. 2, the presence of DM
interactions at the bulk level enhances the stabilization
of the SkX phase. Furthermore, reactive spin-transfer
torques yield gyrotropic terms in the equations of mo-
tion for the skyrmion crystal, which therefore exhibits
current-driven dynamics for the steady state analogous
to that of the ferromagnetic case [34]. It is worth re-
marking here that an additional anomalous contribution
to the spin Hall current arises from the nontrivial Berry
5curvature of the Bloch bands, see for instance Ref. 54 for
a numerical study on hexagonal AFM lattices.
Finally, compared to other recent proposals, for which
the SkX phase emerges in synthetic AFM trilayers [55] or
in a ferromagnetic honeycomb lattice exchange-coupled
to an AFM substrate [54], our approach to the stabiliza-
tion of the SkX phase can be applied to a wider class of
natural (intrinsic) antiferromagnets and does not rely on
a fine engineering of the AFM heterostructures. One rel-
evant question to be elucidated in future research is the
effect of disorder on the skyrmion crystal. For weak dis-
order we would expect a glassy behavior (as in, e.g., type-
II superconductors in the Abrikosov state). Furthermore,
since the dimensionality of our system is two, the emer-
gence of a Bragg glass phase is feasible too [56, 57]. We
also expect the low-energy excitation spectrum of the dis-
ordered SkX phase to be gapped, as in the ferromagnetic
counterpart [58].
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7Supplemental Material
1. Lagrangian formalism and dynamics of bipartite antiferromagnets
We regard thin films as quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) systems along the xy plane, which we take to be isotropic
at the coarse-grained level. An effective low-energy theory for bipartite antiferromagnets can be developed in terms
of two continuum coarse-grained fields, namely the (staggered) Ne´el order l and the spin density sm [60]. Here,
s = ~Sd/V is the saturated spin density, where d denotes the film thickness and ~S, V are the spin and volume
per site, respectively. These fields satisfy the nonlinear local constraints l2 = 1 and l ·m = 0, and the presence of
a well-developed Ne´el order implies |m|  1 on the scale of the exchange coupling. To the lowest order in these
coarse-grained fields, the quasi-2D Lagrangian density in the continuum limit becomes
LAFM[t; l,m] = sm · (l× ∂tl)−FAFM[l,m], FAFM[l,m] = m
2
2χ
−m · Bext + Fstag[l], (6)
where χ denotes the (transverse) spin susceptibility and Bext = γsBext represents the normalized (external) mag-
netic field. The first term describes the kinetic (Berry-phase) Lagrangian and Fstag represents the minimal model
for the total energy for the staggered order parameter, which contains isotropic exchange and uniaxial anisotropy
contributions:
Fstag[l] = A
2
∑
µ=x,y
(∂µl)
2 +
K
2
l2z , (7)
where A and K are the stiffness and anisotropy constants, respectively. Both A and χ−1 are proportional to JS2,
with J being the microscopic exchange energy, and K < 0 describes the hard (anisotropy) xy plane. Spin dynamics
of AFM films are ruled by the following Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-type equations [61]:
s∂tl = l× fm, (8)
s∂tm = l× [fl − sα∂tl] +m× fm + τm, (9)
where fl = −δlFAFM and fm = −δmFAFM are the thermodynamic forces conjugate to the Ne´el order and the
spin density, respectively. Here, α denotes the Gilbert-damping constant, where we have considered an isotropic
Gilbert-Rayleigh dissipation function R[l] = sα(∂tl)2/2 for simplicity.
The magnetic torque τm has two contributions: The first accounts for spin-transfer processes between the localized
spins of the AFM lattice and itinerant electrons. We restrict our considerations to the texture-induced spin-transfer
torque since spin-orbit torques do not exert an effective force on the skyrmion texture for the rigid ansatz [62]. It
reads as τm,ST = ϑ1l× (j ·∇)l+ϑ2(j ·∇)l, where j is the charge current and ϑ1, ϑ2 are phenomenological parameters
depending on the interplay of spin-orbit and spin-transfer physics at the interface. The second contribution consists
of the fieldlike torque τm,FL = l×Bstag, with Bstag denoting the staggered field. The latter can be absorbed into the
reactive torque of Eq. (9) via the redefinition fl → fl + Bstag of the thermodynamic force, which is equivalent to
adding the Zeeman-like coupling −l · Bstag to the energy Fstag.
An effective Lagrangian for the Ne´el order can be obtained by integrating out the spin field m subject to the local
constraints l2 = 1 and l ·m = 0. The resultant constitutive relation reads as m = χ l × [s∂tl+ Bext × l] and the
effective Lagrangian becomes:
Leff[t; l] = χs
2
2
(∂tl)
2 + LBeff[l]−Feff[l], LBeff[l] = a[l] · ∂tl, Feff[l] =
χ
2
(l× Bext)2 + Fstag[l], (10)
where the first and second terms account for the inertia and the geometric Berry phase for the dynamics of the Ne´el
order, respectively, with a[l] = χs(Bext× l). Note that Feff[l] reduces to Eq. (1) in the main text when both magnetic
and staggered field are aligned along the z axis (in the absence of DM interactions).
82. Skyrmion dynamics in the collective-variable approach
Gas phase
Within the collective-variable approach, the time dependence of the Ne´el order is encoded in the skyrmion center of
mass, l(t, r) ≡ l[X(t)] = l[r −X(t)], whose coordinates describe the soft modes of the texture (for rigid skyrmions).
Therefore ∂tl = ∇X˙(t)l = −(X˙ · ∇r)l denotes the covariant derivative of the Ne´el order along the trajectory of the
skyrmion core. The conjugate momentum to X, Π[r −X, X˙] = δX˙Leff, defines a trajectory within a section of the
tangent bundle TR2. As a result, the total derivative DtΠ must be interpreted as a covariant derivative along the
curve tangent to the center of mass:
DtΠ = −X˙k∂kΠ+ X¨k∂vkΠ = eˆi(Mij [l] +MBij [l])X¨j + eˆiGBij [l]X˙j + eˆiRijk[l]X˙jX˙k + eˆiR˜ijk[l]X˙jX¨k. (11)
The tensors [M ], [MB ], [R] and [R˜], are defined per:
Mij [l] = χs
2
∫
S
d2r ∂il · ∂jl, (12)
MBij [l] = −χsαβγBext,α
∫
S
d2r ∂vj [lβ∂ilγ ] , (13)
Rijk[l] = −χs2
∫
S
d2r ∂k [∂il · ∂jl] , (14)
R˜ijk[l] = χs2
∫
S
d2r ∂vk [∂il · ∂jl] , (15)
where S is the surface of the AFM film and αβγ denotes the components of the Levi-Civita tensor. The boundary
condition l|∂S = eˆz on the Ne´el texture makes the tensor [R] be identically zero. Furthermore, the inertia tensor
reduces to a scalar for the hard cut-off variational ansatz: The effective inertia reads M = χs2I, where I = (pi2 +
γ − Ci(2pi) + ln 2pi)pi/2 is a dimensionless geometric factor. Here, γ ∼ 0.57721 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and
Ci(z) denotes the cosine integral function. Note that the tensors [MB ] and [R˜] capture the effect of the (inertial)
deformation of the skyrmion on the motion of the collective variables. However, if we restrict ourselves to a (slow)
dynamic regime where the rigidity of the soliton is preserved, the components of these two tensors vanish.
Another contribution to the equation of motion for single skyrmions stems from the term δXL
B
eff, which, for
Bext ∝ eˆz, takes the form eˆiG˜Bij [l]X˙j . The total gyrotropic tensor [GB ] + [G˜B ] reads as
GBij [l] + G˜
B
ij [l] = 2χs
ijzBext
∫
S
d2r (∂xl× ∂yl) · eˆz = −χsijzBext
∮
∂S
dr · [(∇l× l) · eˆz] . (16)
The second identity is derived from the Green-Stokes theorem and the line integral is performed over the surface
boundary. Again, the boundary condition l|∂S = eˆz yields the vanishing of the integrand and, therefore, to the
absence of a magnetic-field-induced gyrotropic response for AFM skyrmions. Dissipation is modeled by the Gilbert-
Rayleigh function R[l] = sα(∂tl)2/2 [63], which provides the dominant term in the low-frequency (compared to the
microscopic exchange J) regime. Within the collective-variable approach it becomes
R[l] = 1
2
X˙ · [Γ] · X˙, Γij = MijT , (17)
where T = χs/α represents a relaxation time. In summary, the equation of motion for single skyrmions (so-called
Thiele equation) turns out to be:
MX¨ +
M
T X˙ = F + FJ (18)
where F ≡ −δXFeff is the conservative force and FJ is the external force corresponding to the magnetic torque τm,ST.
The latter reads as FJ = −ϑ1I j − 4piϑ2Qskyeˆz × j [64].
Crystal phase
The crystal phase is described, within the collective-variable approach, by the displacement fields ux,y(r, t) of
skyrmions with respect to their equilibrium (lattice) positions in the xy plane. Once more, dynamics of the Ne´el
9x
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FIG. 4: Top view of the (infinite) slab geometry for the transport of skyrmions in the crystal phase. Red dots depict skyrmions
located at the sites of the hexagonal crystal lattice. In the steady state, the skyrmion lattice moves along the direction
represented by the red arrow. The slab extends along the x direction (represented by the faded vertical boundaries), whose
length is much larger than the separation between the metallic contacts through which the electric current jy is injected.
order are encoded in the time evolution of these fields, l[r, t] = l[r − u(r, t)], where u is smooth over length scales
of the order of the lattice constant. By proceeding along the lines of the previous section (except that integrals are
now restricted to the unit cell, with one skyrmion located at its center), we obtain the following quasi-2D Lagrangian
density for the crystal in the continuum limit [65]:
LSkX[t,u] = ρM
2
[
u˙2x + u˙
2
y
]− 1
2
∑
i,j=x,y
[
λ(uii)
2 + 2µuijuij
]
, (19)
where the first term accounts for the inertia of the dynamics of the displacement fields and the second term describes
the low-energy elastic excitations of the skyrmion crystal. Here, ρM = M/S is the inertia density (with S being the area
of the unit cell), uij = (∂iuj +∂jui)/2 denotes the components of the strain tensor and (λ, µ)/d ∼ D2/A represent the
Lame´ coefficients, which characterize the strain-stress relationship in elastic media with trigonal/hexagonal symmetry.
In the above expression we have disregarded any possible bending along the z axis. The Euler-Lagrange equations of
motion become
ρM u¨i +
ρM
T u˙i = λ∂iukk + 2µ∂kuik + FJ,i, i, k = x, y, (20)
where we have again accounted for dissipative processes via the Gilbert-Rayleigh dissipation function and now FJ
represents the force (surface) density associated with τm,ST. For the infinite slab geometry depicted in Fig. 4, we
assume the thin film to be translational invariant along the x axis, i.e., ux,y ≡ ux,y(y). Furthermore, boundary
conditions (BCs) are imposed at the interfaces y = 0 and y = L through the balance between the applied tension
and the internal stress, Fpump = eˆiσijnj , where n denotes the normal to the interface, σij = λukkδij + 2µuij are the
components of the stress tensor, and the tension Fpump quantifies the dissipation (pumping) of angular momentum
into the terminals induced by the dynamics of the skyrmion crystal. The expression for the latter reads as [34]:
Fpump = −
(
hρsky
e
)2
g u˙|b, (21)
where ρsky ≡ Qsky/S is the skyrmion charge density averaged over the unit cell, g is the effective interfacial conductance
and u˙|b denotes the velocity of the skyrmion crystal perpendicular to the boundary. We obtain the following system
of differential equations in the steady state:{ ρM
T u˙x|t = µ∂2yux + FJ,x,
ρM
T u˙y|t = (λ+ 2µ)∂2yuy + FJ,y,
BCs :
{
∂yux(0) = ∂yux(L) = 0,
−∂yuy(0) = ∂yuy(L) =
(
hρsky
e
)2
g u˙y|t
λ+2µ ,
(22)
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whose solution for the displacement fields u yields the following expression for the terminal velocity of the skyrmion
crystal:
u˙x|t = −ζgas‖ jx + ζgas⊥ jy, u˙y|t = −pSkXgas
(
ζgas⊥ jx + ζ
gas
‖ jy
)
, (23)
with the dimensionless prefactor being
pSkXgas =
[
1 + 2
(
hρsky
e
)2
g
L
S
αsI
]−1
. (24)
3. Spin Hall transport
Electrons flowing in the (metallic) AFM thin film are expected to exhibit a Hall response due to the presence of
fictitious electromagnetic fields. The latter are (electron-)spin-dependent, see Eqs. (3) and (4) in the main text,
leading to the generation of a spin current via the spin Hall effect. The corresponding spin-Hall current can be
estimated along the lines of Ref. 47, based on a Drude model for semiclassical transport: The Hamilton equations of
motion for conduction electrons in the adiabatic limit read as
m?r¨ = −m?
τ
r˙ + e
[
E + E(r, t, sz)
]
+ e r˙ × B(r, t, sz). (25)
Here, the external electric field E drives the injected current and we have considered the Drude model for collisions
with a spin-independent scattering time τ and an effective mass m?. Since the emergent electromagnetic fields are
proportional to h/e [see Eqs. (3)-(4) in the main text], we can treat them as a perturbation in Eq. (25) and split the
resultant solution into r = r0 + r1, where the dynamics of r0 are driven by the external fields and r1 represents a
small spin-dependent contribution. In the steady state, we have the following identities:
〈r˙0(t)〉 = µˆE, µˆ = eτ
m?
I2, (26)
〈r˙1(t, sz)〉 = µˆ [〈E(r, t, sz)〉+ 〈r˙0〉 × 〈B(r, t, sz)〉] , (27)
where µˆ is the mobility tensor and, once more, 〈· · · 〉 denotes average over the unit cell of the skyrmion crystal. The
total (pseudo-)spin current is defined per ~js = (~/2)Jσ⊗〈r˙〉K, with J· · ·K ≡ Tr[ρˆ · · · ] and ρˆ ∈ SU(2) being the density
matrix operator for conduction electrons. Note that, in the rotated frame of reference, minority and majority bands
(with respect to the Ne´el order) correspond to the spin-up and spin-down bands with respect to the quantization axis
eˆz. Therefore, the concentration of carriers for the majority (n+) and minority (n−) species is given by n± = Tr[ρˆ Pˆ∓],
where Pˆ± = (Iˆ2± σˆz)/2 are the projection operators on the spin-up(-down) bands. The total concentration of carriers
becomes n = n+ + n− and the operator ρˆ can be cast as
ρˆ =
n
2
[
Iˆ2 − p σˆz
]
, (28)
where p = (n+ − n−)/n defines the net spin polarization of the electron fluid. With account of Eqs. (26)–(28) we
obtain the following expression for the z-projection of the (pseudo-)spin current:
jsz = (~/2)µˆ
q
σˆz
(
E + 〈E(r, t, sz)〉
)y
+ (~/2)µˆ
[
µˆE × qσˆz〈B(r, t, sz)〉y], (29)
= −(~/2)npµˆE + pi(~/e)2ρskyµˆ
[
eˆz ×
(
ne ∂tu|t − j
)]
.
where j = σDE is the charge current and σD = nτe
2/m? denotes the Drude conductivity. In the above expression
we have assumed that the skyrmion texture (density) is smooth on the scale of the electron scattering length, i.e.
R?  vF τ with vF being the Fermi velocity. Note that the net spin polarization p will be zero in the absence of an
external magnetic field, so that the first term in Eq. (29) vanishes.
Finally, it is worth remarking that the polarization direction of the (pseudo-)spin current is along the local Ne´el
order l, which changes spatially. When we detect the physical spin current flowing through the interface of the AFM
film with a heavy metal via the inverse spin Hall effect, the projection of the (pseudo-)spin current onto the global z
axis will be measured, resulting in the expression for the physical spin current (with the polarization direction along
the z axis), 〈l · eˆz〉Sjsz , where 〈· · · 〉S represents the spatial average of the quantity over the interface.
